
 

WHO:  POPULATION

What materials or permissions are needed?
Will being outside allow youth to move their bodies?
Is research or pre-teaching needed?

WHY:  PURPOSE

WHAT:  PREPARATION

HOW:  PROCESS

Determine with youth what they want
or need to learn or experience.

Decide what materials/preparation are
needed to enhance thinking and doing.

Why will youth benefit from this learning experience? How will this activity be designed with the 8 Cs to
maximize youth engagement?

What needs to be done in order to carry out this
learning activity?

ACTIVITY
UNIT: GROUP:ACTIVITY

NAME:

Competition 
Connection
Challenge 

Choice 
Curiosity 
Controversy

Creativity 
Cooperation 

Describe how the learning
experience will support the purpose.

Consider what modifications or support
might be needed to support all youth.

 
Who may benefit from additional strategies or

resources during this learning activity?.

A C T I V I T Y  P L A N N I N G  M A P

 Youth who may be less motivated during the activity
Youth who struggle with this subject matter
Youth with special needs or circumstances

Who may benefit from additional strategies or
resources during this learning activity?
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	untitled1: Fashion Design
	untitled2: "Fashion of the Times"
	untitled3: 6-12
	untitled4: -The majority of the youth say they are interested in designing fashion in some way.  -Youth will learn about the history of fashion, the creative process of design, the process of creating a product, and how to plan for and promote a fashion show.-Youth will need to research, gather desired materials/fabric, plan their designs, and present their designs to the group.Resource for staff to get started: https://youtu.be/5A4sFbHldfQ
	untitled5: This activity:-challenges youth to create a piece of fashion that reflects a particular era that they are not familiar with.-allows youth to design any type of fashion item they want and choose the fabrics/materials needed.-requires creativity from design to production of fashion pieces.-can include competition if the youth choose to have a fashion show with a judging panel once all fashion pieces are designed.
	untitled6: -Youth will be given background information on the history of fashion and the current fashion industry. They will need to see images/videos of different kinds of fashion items, styles, and trends across different eras.
-Youth will need access to a digital resource for research, magazines, white sketch paper, variety of fabric, buttons, markers/pencils, and a large space.
-As a final product, youth may set up a fashion show where youth create and set up the stage/runaway area, do performances like dance routines to "warm up" the audience, and showcase their designs. Youth may also choose to create a gallery walk of their final designs.
	untitled7: -While some youth seem to be very interested, other youth say they like the idea, but don't have many specifics about what they would to do. Staff will be sure to pair highly motivated youth with youth who may have similar interests but are less motivated. -Youth who struggle with language will be given visuals or fashion items from different eras to compare. -Youth who struggle with creativity or art can be given additional help with the sketches by a peer or staff member. They can also use magazine cut outs.


